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1.   E-mail home from an expatriate (prepositions) 
 

I’ve found I’m always comparing things here in Hong Kong (1)_____ things back home. 
Friends tell me I’ll get (2)______ this as I settle in.  
 
For the first few weeks it seemed that everything was bigger and better here. There’s more of 
everything, the pace is faster, and everything’s more efficient. The place is so full (3)______ 
energy; it seems as if things never stop, at least where I live (4)______ North Point. Traffic 
continues (5)______ the night, many bars and restaurants are open (6)______ 5am, and quite 
a few offices have their lights (7)______ all night, so people must be working.  
 
Even when I came through Customs and Immigration (8)______ the airport, everything was 
done so quickly. Five seconds and I was through. They didn’t even seem to care about what I 
had (9)______ me. 
 
It’s the same in the stores (10)______ check-out counters – not a second is wasted. I’m very 
impressed. I’m not complaining (11)______ Canada. It’s just that everyone I’ve seen here so 
far works so efficiently.    
 
There are some bad points though, particularly the crowds, high prices and lack (12)______ 
space. I would never have believed  that so many people could live in such a tiny place, but I 
quickly got used to it and now I just flow with the crowds. The flats are incredibly small and 
expensive. I thought my salary was quite high until I realised how much I would have to pay 
(13)______ rent. I’ve got about half the space I had (14)______ home in Canada and I’m 
paying five times as much. That makes it ten times more expensive. 
 
And food is more expensive too. The grocery stores are small, the prices are high, and the 
selection is poor. McDonald’s is cheaper, but that’s about all. Even dim sum restaurants are 
cheaper in Canada. 
 
(15)______ the fast pace, the people seem quite nice. They treat foreigners well. But like any 
big city, people are too busy to bother (16)______ politeness. If you said sorry to everyone 
you bumped (17)______ in the streets and (18)______ public transport, you’d probably lose 
your voice. I’ll write again next week. 
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1. A. from 

B. to 
C. for 
D. by 

 
2. A. over 

B. into 
C. along 
D. with 

 
3. A. with 

B. about 
C. in 

  D. of 
 
4. A. in 

B. on 
C. into 
D. with 

 
5. A. along 

B. to 
C. until 
D. throughout 

 
6. A. over 

B. before 
C. until 
D. since 

7. A. open 
B. on 
C. closed 
D. up 

 
8. A. by 

B. through 
C. at 
D. within 

 
9. A. inside 

B. against 
C. including 
D. with 

 
10. A. at 

B. in 
C. on 
D. outside 

 
11. A. as to 

B. about 
C. to 
D. after 

 
12. A. from 

B. for 
C. in 
D. of 

13. A. the 
B. for 

   C. without 
   D. about 
 
14. A. in 

B. for 
   C. at 
   D. inside 
 
15. A. Even 

B. Although 
   C. Despite 
   D. Despite of 
 
16. A. with 

B. to 
   C. for 
   D. concerning 
 
17. A. between 

B. into 
   C. through 
   D. up 
 
18. A. near 

B. in 
   C. on 
   D. within 
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2. The near meeting of empires (prepositions/conjunctions) 
 

It is interesting to consider (1)______ two of the greatest empires the world has ever seen 
came to meeting. Both the Han empire in Asia and the Roman empire in Europe and the 
Middle East were at the peak of expansion (2)______ roughly the same time.  
 

The Roman empire extended as far east as present-day Turkey, (3)______ at the same time, 
the 70,000-man Han army had marched (4)______ present-day Iran. Only the Caspian Sea 
and one mountain range stood (5)______ the two empires. (6)______ they never came into 
direct contact, and each knew very little (7)______ the other.   
 

 (8)______ the two empires had a number of things in common, there were also many 
differences. They were both very large and were made up of conquered states whose citizens 
were often made slaves and formed an important part of the work force. In both, trade and 
commerce were (9)______ the most important reasons (10)______ expansion and were 
highly developed.  
 

Perhaps the greatest difference between the two was that the Han empire was more unified, 
(11)______ it was (12)______ people who had generally a common culture and language, 
(13)______ it was relatively easy to achieve unity. The Roman empire, (14)______, was made 
up of a large number of different cultures who spoke many different languages (15)______ 
were separated geographically (16)______ seas, mountains and long distances. 
 

One benefit (17)______ the Han army’s push westward was the establishment of the Silk 
Road, an overland trade route between China and Central Asia. Caravans of camels carried 
silk and pottery (18)______ China and brought back things like gold, jade, horses and 
chemicals from the west.   
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1. A. how close 
B. that 

  C. when 
  D. what 
 
2. A. to  

B. at 
  C. in 
  D. during 
 
3. A. since 

B. or 
  C. that 
  D. while 
 
4. A. near to 

B. far to 
  C. as far as 
  D. as far from  
 
5. A. among 

B. between 
  C. in the midst of 
  D. surrounded by 
 
6. A. But 

B. That 
C. Although 
D. Even 

7.  A. regarding of 
B. than 
C. as concerning 
D. about 

 
8.  A. But 

B. Though 
C. Even 
D. However  

 
9.  A. between 

B. some 
C. among 
D. not 

 
10. A. for 

B. of 
C. in order to 
D. that 

 
11. A. while 

B. on account of 
   C. due to 
   D. as 
 
12. A. consisting 

B. comprising of 
   C. made up 
   D. made up of 

13. A. so 
B. therefore 

   C. thus 
      D. for that reason 
 
14. A. but 

B. although 
C. on the other hand 
D. despite 

 
15. A. and 

B. moreover 
   C. in addition to 
   D. as well as 
 
16. A. with 

B. by 
   C. among 
   D. alongside 
 
17. A. concerning of 

B. regarding of 
   C. out of 
   D. of 
 
18. A. around 

B. from 
C. beginning with 

   D. for 
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3. Sea turtles (prepositions/conjunctions/relative pronouns) 
 

(1)______ they travel thousands of miles (2)______ the world’s oceans each year (3)______ 
their nesting and feeding grounds, sea turtles can hold their breath for hours at a time, slowing 
their heartbeat to only one beat every nine minutes, in order to conserve oxygen. 

Sea turtles have been crossing the earth’s oceans for 150 million years, since even (4)______ 
the age of the dinosaurs. But today, four of only seven species (5)______ are classed as 
endangered. 

One of them, the green turtle, (6)______ is used in turtle soup, has lost 700,000 nesting sites 
in Australia alone in the past 25 years, (7)______ beachside developments tear up the 
beaches (8)______ they have nested (9)______ ancient times.  

Today, (10)______ their commercial popularity, less than one per cent of hatching turtles 
survive to adulthood. Their skin is used for footwear and handbags, their oil in traditional 
medicines, and their shells for glasses frames, jewelry and musical instruments.  

Some turtles have their shell removed by chainsaw (11)______ they are still alive, (12)______ 
some buyers are willing to pay more (13)______ they know the creature is cut apart 
(14)______ still alive. 

Many turtles are also caught accidentally in fishing nets. They rarely survive, as (15)______ 
they do not drown in the nets, the fishermen, to save time, do not even bother to untangle 
them from the net, (16)______ instead, cut off their flippers (17)______ throw them back into 
the water as shark bait. 

Why must such a magnificent creature come to such a cruel end? (18)______ most of us 
simply do not care.  
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1. A. Because of 

B. As 
C. How 
D. Although 

 
2. A. across 

B. across from 
C. above 
D. underneath 

 
3. A. against 

B. since 
  C. along with 
  D. between 
 
4. A. near 

B. up to 
  C. until 
  D. before  
 
5. A. who remain 

B. that remain 
  C. that remains 
  D. which remains 
 
6. A. who 

B. which 
  C. that 
  D. of which 

 

7. A. however 
B. as 

  C. because of 
  D. despite 
 
8. A. which 

B. to which 
  C. from which 
  D. on which 
 
9. A. after 

B. since 
  C. before 
  D. when 
 
10. A. because 

B. because of 
C. since 
D. as 

 
11. A. as soon as 

B. once 
C. until 
D. while 

 
12. A. because 

B. because of 
C. despite 
D. as a result of 
 

13. A. in order that 
B. if 
C. whether or not 
D. in case 

 
14. A. while 

B. whenever 
C. until 
D. meanwhile 

 
15. A. that 

B. how 
C. wherever 
D. even if 

 
16. A. however 

B. despite 
C. although 
D. but 

 
17. A. furthermore 

B. moreover 
C. and 
D. in addition 

 
18. A. Because 

B. Because of 
C. In spite of 
D. Despite 

 
 
 
 

 


